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ABSTRACT
Altimeter data from transects across the Southern Ocean are analyzed to determine the decay of oceanic
swell. The resulting decay rate is shown to be proportional to wavenumber squared and swell amplitude
cubed. Such a decay relationship is consistent with turbulent interaction with the background, either in the air
or water. The present data cannot distinguish between these two cases. The results are consistent with the
limited previous studies and present a source term suitable for use in wave prediction models.

1. Introduction
Ocean swell is typically characterized as waves that
have propagated away from their generation region and
are no longer receiving active energy input from the local
wind. As such, they can be represented by U10 /C , 1,
where U10 is the wind speed measured at a reference
height of 10 m, and C is the phase speed of the waves. A
number of studies (Barstow 1996; Young 1999; Chen
et al. 2002; Gulev et al. 2003; Sterl and Caires 2005; Gulev
and Grigorieva 2006; Semedo et al. 2011) have shown
that swell is ubiquitous in the open ocean. Semedo et al.
(2011) estimate that averaged over the full globe, 75%
of the time wave conditions are dominated by swell.
Excluding the intense wind belts at high latitudes in
both hemispheres, this figure increases to more than
85%. Young (1999) and Chen et al. (2002) have shown
that the vast majority of this swell is generated at these
high latitudes and propagates across the oceanic basins.
Indeed, within the Pacific Ocean, clear ‘‘swell fronts’’
can be seen migrating north–south across the basin with
the seasons. The position of the front is determined by
the relative strength of winds at high latitudes in each
hemisphere.
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The fact that swell energy can propagate such large
distances indicates that the decay rate of such waves is
small. There have, however, been very few studies of the
propagation and decay of swell. Laboratory studies by
Young and Sobey (1985), Donelan et al. (1997), and
Babanin and Haus (2009) have provided some insight
into potential mechanisms for swell decay and studies by
Hogstrom et al. (2009) and Semedo et al. (2009) have
investigated the interaction of swell with the atmosphere.
However, only two field experiments (3 papers) have
investigated the decay rates of swell (Snodgrass et al.
1966; Collard et al. 2009; Ardhuin et al. 2009). In both
of these cases, the authors have attempted to track individual swell packets along great circle paths. In the case
of Snodgrass et al. (1966) in situ instruments were used,
whereas Collard et al. (2009) and Ardhuin et al. (2009)
used satellite-borne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). In
both cases, the challenges of tracking the individual packs
radiating out from storm events means that the respective
datasets are not extensive, with limited point measurements along the propagation path.
The present study attempts to address these issues by
considering cases where Southern Ocean swell propagates along the great circle path traced out by descending
(from north to south) altimeter passes. By considering
cases where the wind speed, as measured by the altimeter
is low, it can be assumed that there is little atmospheric
input and, as the resulting spectrum will be narrow
banded (swell), the influence of nonlinear wave–wave
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interactions can be neglected. Thus, for deep water conditions, the only active source term will be swell decay.
The swell energy is tracked over a distance of approximately 1400 km. Although this is a significantly shorter
distance than for either Snodgrass et al. (1966) or Collard
et al. (2009), the altimeter provides observations at approximately 14-km intervals along the great circle. This
enables a detailed study of the swell decay as a function of
propagation distance. In addition, more than 200 individual cases were identified within the database, providing much more data than from previous studies.
The arrangement of the paper is as follows. Section 2
provides a summary of previous studies of swell decay.
This is followed in section 3 by a description of the altimeter database and the selection of data for the present study. Section 4 provides a description of the
propagation model used to describe the decay of the
swell along the great circle path traced out by the altimeter. Section 5 describes the results from application
of this model, a discussion of the results and comparisons with previous studies, as well as a discussion of
application of the results in a third-generation wave
model. Conclusions are presented in section 6.

2. Previous studies of swell decay
The best known study of swell decay is that reported
by Snodgrass et al. (1966), in which a series of in situ
instruments were arranged along a great circle path
across the Pacific Ocean. Swell events generated in the
Southern Ocean were tracked along this path. To interpret these and other results, the terminology proposed by Collard et al. (2009) is adopted. The decay of
the energy spectrum F( f , u) is represented as
F( f , u) 5 F0 ( f , u0 ) exp
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!
2mCg dt ,

(1)

where the subscript ‘‘0’’ refers to conditions at the initial
location along the great circle, Cg 5 g/2v is the deep
water group velocity, and v 5 2pf is the wave frequency.
The decay rate m (m21) and its inverse Le 5 1/m is the efolding length. For constant Cg and m, (1) becomes
F( f , u) 5 F0 ( f , u0 ) exp(2mDx) and Dx 5 Cg Dt is the
propagation distance along the great circle. It should be
pointed out that the assumption of a constant decay rate m
has no basis in wave physics and, as will be shown later, is
not consistent with the observational data. Nevertheless,
such a coefficient has been used in the literature and provides an order of magnitude estimate of swell decay rates.
For swell frequencies higher than f 5 0:077 Hz
(T 5 13 s), Snodgrass et al. (1966) found m ’ 2 3 1027 m21
(Collard et al. 2009). For lower frequencies, the decay rate

was reduced (i.e., smaller m, possibly zero) but they could
not determine a value within the background noise.
Collard et al. (2009) considered SAR images of wave
energy propagating away from storms to determine the
decay rate of the swell. Considering cases from the North
Pacific Ocean, they found that decay rates for f 5 0:067 Hz
(T 5 15 s) were approximately 3:7 3 1027 m21, with
2
ÐH0 ’ 4:4 m [H0 —swell height corresponding to H0 /16 5
F0 ( f , u0 ) df du0 ]. Throughout this paper, three different
representations of the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ðwave height are used. The significant
F df du follows the usual definition
wave height Hs 5 4
for waves within a full spectrum. For the case of a narrowbanded (single frequency or monochromatic) spectrum, the
waves become swell with a height equal to Hss 5 2a, where
a is the swell amplitude. When considering swell propagating along a great circle path, the initial value of the swell
height can be represented by H0 , with the swell height at
any point along the great circle described by Hss .
Ardhuin et al. (2009), using the same data as Collard
et al. (2009), speculated that the swell decay could be the
result of shear stress modulations caused by the swell
orbital velocities in the atmosphere. In this case, the
dissipation will depend on the surface roughness and
a critical Reynolds number Re 5 4uorb aorb /na , which defines the transition from laminar to turbulent flow. In the
above, uorb and aorb are the orbital velocity and amplitude, respectively, in the air at the surface, and na is the
viscosity of the air. For Re , 105 , the flow is laminar and
the dissipation coefficient is given by (Dore 1978)
 5/2 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ra
2p
2na ,
mv 5 2
rw gCg T

(2)

where the subscript for m signifies the laminar case; ra
and rw are the air and water densities, respectively; T is
the swell period; and na 5 1:4 3 1025 m2 s21 is the viscosity
of the air. For T 5 15 s, (2) yields mn ’ 1 3 1028 m21, an
order of magnitude smaller than the observed decay rates.
For larger values of the Reynolds number, the flow
will become turbulent and Ardhuin et al. (2009) indicate
that the dissipation rate can be represented by
dE /dt
r 4p2
b 5 2 s 5 Cg m 5 16 a 2 fe uorb ,
Es
rw gT

(3)

where fe is a swell dissipation factor, which for smooth
surfaces is on the order
of 0.002–0.008 (Jensen et al.
Ð
1989). In (3), Es 5 F df du 5 Hss2 /16 is the total swell
energy and a lower bound estimate
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ of the orbital velocity can be given by uorb 5 2 Es 2p/T. Direct evaluation of (3) with the above values of fe and uorb yield a m
an order of magnitude smaller than the observed values.
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However, in field conditions, the values of fe and uorb
may vary significantly from these assumed values. It
should be noted that the factor 16 in (3) was missing in
Ardhuin et al. (2009), a typographical error (F. Ardhuin
2013, personal communication).
Babanin (2011, 2012) proposed essentially the same
mechanism as Ardhuin et al. (2009), but on the water
side of the interface. That is, above a critical Reynolds
number the orbital motion of the swell would induce
turbulent flow in the water, which would dissipate energy. Based on observations of the wave-mixed upperocean layer and laboratory experiments, Babanin (2006)
was able to show that the critical Reynolds numbers was
given by Rewave 5 auorb /nw ’ 3000, where a is the amplitude of the swell, uorb is the orbital velocity in the water,
and nw is the viscosity of water. If the three-dimensional
turbulence already exists, and the ocean is always turbulent, such turbulence is unstable to wave stretching
and takes energy from the mean wave orbital motion
(e.g., Benilov 2012). Babanin and Haus (2009) found
that the dissipation rate of monochromatic, mechanically generated waves is proportional to a3 . Babanin
(2012) used these experimental results, together with the
derivation proposed by Babanin (2011), to develop a
decay rate relationship of the form
da2 (x)
4
5 2 b1 k2 a3 .
dx
3

(4)

Noting that Es is proportional to a2 , that Cg da2 /dx 5
da2 /dt, and using the deep water results v2 5 gk and
Cg 5 g/2v, (3) can be rewritten as
r
da2 (x)
5 232fe a k2 a3 .
dx
rw

(5)

Comparing (5) and (4), it can be shown that the formulations of Ardhuin et al. (2009) and Babanin (2012)
are, not surprisingly, functionally equivalent with
b1 5 24fe ra /rw .

(6)

This same functional dependence was originally derived
by Bowden (1950) based on different arguments, that is,
a presumed analogy between viscous and turbulent viscosity in the water. He argued that both should affect the
dissipation of ocean swell. For molecular viscosity, the
rate of dissipation can be derived analytically (e.g., Lamb
1932). Bowden adopted the same formulation for the
turbulence case, by replacing the coefficient of water
molecular viscosity with a coefficient for eddy viscosity.
The latter was argued to be a function of wavelength,
wave amplitude and period and was obtained by means of
dimensional argument.
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Babanin (2012) showed that (4) can be solved analytically. Noting that a 5 a0 for x 5 0, (4) can be solved to
yield
a0
2
5 1 1 b1 k2 a0 x.
3
a(x)

(7)

Because a 5 Hss /2 and a0 5 H0 /2, where Hss is the swell
height, (7) can be expressed in nondimensional form as
H0
1
5 1 1 b1 (H0 k2 x) ,
3
Hss

(8)

and x is the propagation distance from a point where
Hss 5 H0 .
Based on laboratory data, Babanin (2012) proposed
that b1 ’ 0:004, this value probably representing an upper bound. Babanin (2012) applied the result to the data
of Collard et al. (2009) yielding a reported lower value of
b1 5 0:002. There was, however, an error in the text of
Babanin (2012) and the actual comparison value is even
lower (i.e., b1 5 0:001). A value of b1 5 0:001 corresponds to fe 5 0:042, which is larger than the range
specified by Ardhuin et al. (2009) of 20:001 , fe , 0:019.
As the functional forms of (3) and (4) are the same,
data that measure the rate of decay of swell will not be
able to distinguish between these theories. The data
should, however, be able to test the k2 a3 dependence.
However, the two mechanisms do differ in the transition
to turbulent flow. For the Babanin (2012) theory, turbulent flow in the water occurs for Reynolds number
Rewave 5 a2 v/nw . 3 3 103 , whereas for the Ardhuin
et al. (2009) theory, turbulent flow in the air occurs for
Reynolds numbers Re 5 8a2 v/na . 1 3 105 . Note that in
the Reynolds number formulation for
pﬃﬃﬃArdhuin et al. (2009),
it has been assumed that aorb 5 2a, where a is calculated for a monochromatic wave and aorb is determined
from the significant wave height. If, as an example, we
assume that a 5 1 m, T 5 13 s, na 5 1:4 3 1025 m2 s21,
and nw 5 1:0 3 1026 m2 s21, then for the Babanin (2012)
theory Rewave 5 4:8 3 105  3 3 103 and for the Ardhuin
et al. (2009) theory Re 5 2:7 3 105 . 1 3 105 . In both
cases, the flow will be turbulent. However, the Babanin
(2012) theory (water) predicts an earlier transition to
turbulence than the Ardhuin et al. (2009) theory (air).
The difference in transition from laminar to turbulent
flow may provide a mechanism for determining which of
the theories dominates. However, even for the Ardhuin
et al. (2009) theory, laminar flow will only occur for small
swell amplitudes. In these cases, measuring the small
decay rates will be difficult, and hence, it is unlikely it
would be possible to distinguish been the mechanisms in
the data scatter.
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FIG. 1. (a) The study area in the Great Australian Bight region of
the Southern Ocean. Typical altimeter ground tracks are shown
across the region. (b) Variation of water depth along a typical altimeter great circle path. The point x 5 0 corresponds to the start of
the track at approximately 408S.

Finally, it should be noted that the existing field
datasets (Snodgrass et al. 1966; Collard et al. 2009) are
quite sparse. Each experiment consists of only a few
cases, the decay of which is measured at a limited
number of locations.

3. Altimeter database and study location
For the present analysis, the altimeter database of
Zieger et al. (2009) has been adopted. This database
includes global altimeter observations of both significant
wave height (i.e., Hs ) and wind speed (i.e., U10 ). The
data span the period 1985–2008 and include all altimeter
missions during this period. Each of the satellite missions was calibrated against data buoys and cross validated against coincident altimeter missions. For the
purposes of the present study, only data from the European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS)-1 (August 1991–May
1996), ERS-2 (April 1995–September 2008), Environmental Satellite (Envisat; September 2002–November
2008), and Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX)
(September 1992–October 2005) missions were selected. Further missions could have been included,
however, the selected missions provide extensive cases
to consider and further data would add little additional
information.
From the database, descending altimeter passes (i.e.,
from north to south) within the region bounded by latitudes 408–31.58S and longitudes 1248–1368E were extracted. This region is shown in Fig. 1a and roughly
corresponds to the Great Australian Bight. This general
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area has been the subject of previous studies of bottom
friction decay (closer to the coast) by Young and Gorman
(1995). The region was selected as the descending altimeter passes closely conform to the direction of swell
propagation in the region (Young and Gorman 1995).
Figure 1b shows the bathymetry along a sample altimeter pass from 408S to the coast line. The propagation
distance is approximately 1400 km, the vast majority
(1200 km) being in water depths greater than 500 m (i.e.,
deep water).
The buoy data recorded in the area by Young and
Gorman (1995) show that the region is ideally situated
to study swell propagation. The strong wind belts south
of 408S generate, year round, swell conditions propagating approximately from the south-southwest to the
north-northeast. With the exception of periods when
strong low pressure systems pass through the bight,
conditions in the region are dominated by relatively
homogeneous swell with f , 0:08 Hz (i.e., T . 12 s).
Figures 2a and 2b show typical situations in the
Southern Ocean, as predicted by the WaveWatch
model, version 3 (WaveWatch-III), with observationbased physics driven by Climate Forecast System Reanalysis, version 2 (CFSR-2), winds (Chawla et al. 2013;
Zieger et al. 2011). The cases shown are for 16 June 2006
at 0600 UTC (Fig. 2a) and 14 October 2006 at 0000 UTC
(Fig. 2b). It is clear from these figures that the Southern
Ocean is characterized by a broad belt of high winds at
a latitude of approximately 508S. Embedded within this
belt are a series of stronger low pressure systems. This
explains the consistent swell conditions observed in the
Great Australian Bight. In the case of Fig. 2a, there are
six distinct storms propagating across the Southern
Ocean. These storms are large in spatial extent with
wave heights Hs . 6 m typically extending for as much as
308 latitude for each storm. For Fig. 2b, five storm centers can be distinguished but the wave fields generated
by these storms have ‘‘joined’’ to create a broad belt
stretching almost half way around the globe (1308) with
Hs . 6 m. This is quite a different situation to that considered by Snodgrass et al. (1966) and Collard et al.
(2009) who investigated swell radiating out from an almost point source or isolated storm. This difference will
be discussed further in section 4.
From the extensive altimeter database, we wish to select cases for which the swell propagation direction is
aligned with the great circle ground track of the altimeter
and the wind speed is low (i.e., no/little atmospheric input). The altimeter records values of Hs and U10 , but no
information on wave propagation direction or wavenumber. To obtain estimates of wave (swell) direction and
wavenumber, numerical model results from WaveWatch
reanalysis data were selected (Chawla et al. 2013;
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FIG. 2. Typical wave conditions in the Southern Ocean as predicted by the WaveWatch-III
model. The cases shown are for (a) 16 Jun 2006 0600 UTC and (b) 14 Oct 2006 0000 UTC.

Tolman et al. 2011). Wave model data were selected at
the closest grid points and times that corresponded to
the most seaward points (i.e., approximately 408S) of
each of the selected altimeter passes. A scatterplot
comparing WaveWatch and altimeter Hs is shown in
Fig. 3. The WaveWatch wave height information is not
directly used in this study. However, good agreement
for Hs provides confidence that the model will also
produce reasonable estimates of swell direction and
wavenumber. The agreement in Fig. 3 is reasonable,
with the model tending to overestimate Hs by approximately 0.5 m. The Southern Ocean is a region with
very limited meteorological data and hence wind field
estimates and resulting wave predictions are often poor
(e.g., Hemer et al. 2010). Noting this, the agreement in

Fig. 3 is reasonable, indicating that the model hindcasts
are of good quality.
With this additional numerical model data, cases were
selected where:
d

d

Wave (swell) propagation direction, as predicted by
the wave model, was within 6108 of the altimeter track
direction at 408S. Values between 658 and 6158 were
tested and the results found to be insensitive to this
variation.
The wind speed, as measured by the altimeter, at all
points along the altimeter track (408–31.58S) was less
than 10 m s21. Note that in all cases, the peak wave
frequency, as predicted by the wave model, was less
than f 5 0:08 Hz, for which C . 19 m s21 and hence
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FIG. 3. Scatterplot comparing altimeter and WaveWatch-III estimates of the significant wave height (i.e., Hs ). Comparisons are
presented for each of 212 transects considered. The comparisons
are presented at the ‘‘origin’’ point for each transect at approximately 408S.

U10 /C , 0:52. That is, no/little wind input would be
expected.
A total of 212 altimeter passes that satisfied these
conditions were extracted from the database. An individual observation of Hss (to determine the swell decay) is available every 1 s or approximately 7–8 km along
each of these altimeter tracks.
Ideally, the aim would be to follow an individual swell
train along the great circle path and monitor its passage.
In the present case, however, the altimeter data are a
nearly instantaneous transect of wave height along the

great circle path. These two cases would be equivalent if
the wave field in the area is approximately homogeneous
over the period it takes for the swell to traverse the nearly
1000 km of the study area. For f 5 0:08 Hz waves, the
energy advection speed Cg 5 g/4pf 5 9:75 m s21. That is,
it will take such waves some 29 h to traverse the area.
To test whether this is a reasonable assumption, the
data of Young and Gorman (1995) were considered to
understand the typical wave climate in the region. Data
from station S1, the most seaward point of the Young
and Gorman (1995) transect, were used. This station
consists of buoy data recorded at a latitude of 348240 S
and 1150-m water depth. Figure 4 shows a plot of the
recorded buoy Hs as a function of time for August–
October 1984. Data were generally recorded at an 8-h
interval and this time series is plotted in Fig. 4. A 30-h
window was passed over the data (i.e., the approximate
propagation time for the swell along the altimeter
ground track for the present study). Within this window,
the minimum and maximum values of Hs at S1 were
recorded and these (the span from minimum to maximum) are shown as vertical bars in Fig. 4. For the assumption that the wave field is homogeneous over this
propagation period to be true, this variability should be
small. It should be noted that the stated accuracy of altimeter measurements of Hs is 10% or 0.5 m (Monaldo
1988; Carter et al. 1992), whichever is the larger. The
value 0.5 m is also shown in Fig. 4 as a reference. As can
be seen, the variability in wave height over the 30-h
period is of similar magnitude to the measurement
accuracy of the altimeter. It should be noted that periods when the wind speed was greater than 10 m s21
exhibited greater variability but such periods have not
been considered in the present analysis. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the assumption of homogeneity
of the wave field on the scale of the propagation time is
reasonable.

FIG. 4. The recorded buoy significant wave height (i.e., Hs ) from location S1 of Young and
Gorman (1995) at latitude 348240 S. The vertical lines represent the span (from min to max) for
a 30-h window across the data. Also shown is the typical altimeter measurement error (0.5 m).
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4. Wave energy propagation model
We aim to investigate the evolution of the wave energy
with time (distance) along the one-dimensional altimeter
great circle track. One could investigate this by running a
full global wave prediction model such as WaveWatch-III
(Tolman 2009) and studying the swell decay source term
required to model the observed altimeter data. Although
this appears an attractive approach, it has the limitation
that such models have many other processes active in
such situations. In addition to other source terms representing physical processes (many of which could be
turned off, as shown below), the influences of numerical
dispersion associated with the chosen propagation
scheme will influence results. Although such effects
must be considered when ‘‘tuning’’ source terms for use
in such models, we aim to investigate the swell decay in
isolation from such influences.
Collard et al. (2009) considered a similar problem and
developed an approach to advect energy along a great
circle path on the spherical surface of the Earth. In such
a case, it is necessary to consider the effects of spherical
spreading as a result of propagation over the earth’s
surface. A simple way to understand the process of
spherical spreading is to consider the idealized case of
a point generation source located at the South Pole
(ignore land surfaces). Assume the propagation direction of the wave energy from this point source is
north. Therefore, energy will propagate north along
great circle paths which, in this case, are lines of longitude. Between the South Pole and the equator, the lines
of longitude diverge in space (i.e., physical distance
between the lines increases). Hence, the swell fronts will
be stretched, resulting in a reduction in wave height,
even in the absence of a physical process for swell decay.
As shown by Collard et al. (2009) and Ardhuin et al.
(2009), the reduction in energy for a spherical Earth can
be calculated as
E1 cosf2
5
,
E2 cosf1

(9)

where E1 and E2 refer to the swell energy at points 1 and 2,
which are at latitudes f1 and f2 , respectively.
If the generation point source is not at the South Pole,
(9) still applies but with the pole assumed to be located
at the generation source and with angular distances f
measured from this source.
With distance from the point generation source, the
ratio in (9) decreases. Similarly, if the generation source
is not a point source, the effects of the stretching
described by (9) will decrease. As shown in Fig. 2, the
present situation is poorly represented by a point source
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and, hence, (9) would be an overestimate of the spherical spreading. As an order of magnitude estimate of the
potential significance of this effect in the present case, it
is assumed that the generation source is at the South
Pole. In this case, the points at the most southern and
northern points of the altimeter transect can be considered as points 1 and 2. That is f1 5 328 and f2 5 408
and the ratio E1 /E
2 5 0.90 or, if expressed in wave
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
height, Hs1 /Hs2 5 0:90 5 0:95. That is, there would be
a 5% reduction owing to spherical spreading over the
measurement transect. Although this is only an illustrative example, combined with the situation shown in
Fig. 2, it has been concluded that, in this case, spherical
spreading will not be significant and can be ignored.
Noting the comments above, the advection of the directional spectrum in such a case can be written as
(Komen et al. 1984; Young 1988; Komen et al. 1996)
d
[CCg F( f , u)] 5 CCg S( f , u) ,
dt

(10)

where C and Cg are the phase speed and group velocity,
respectively; and S( f , u) is a source term that, in the
present case, will consider the processes of swell decay
and bottom friction decay (i.e., S 5 Sdec 1 Sbf ). Other
sources term processes are assumed to be small enough
to neglect. Atmospheric input will be small as U10 /C , 1.
Because of the selection of low wind cases, nonlinear
interactions will be small. White capping is small because the swell is largely monochromatic and there is no
active wave breaking; depth-limited breaking can be
ignored as water depths less than 10 m have been excluded from the calculations.
In the absence of more detailed information on the
spectrum, and because the wind speed is relatively low,
it is assumed that the spectrum is composed of a single
swell component. Integrating (10) with respect to f and
u, noting that Hss 5 2a, and converting (10) to a spatial
derivative using d/dt 5 Cg d/dx yields
!
ð
2
d CCg Hss
5 CCg S( f , u) df du
Cg
dx
16
5 CCg (Idec 1 Ibf ) ,

(11)

where Idec and Ibf are the integral forms of the swell
decay and bottom friction source terms, respectively
(see below).
Initially, it is assumed that the swell decay Idec can be
represented by the Babanin (2012) form (4), although it
is noted that the physical process represented here could
also be that of Ardhuin et al. (2009) and (5). In terms of
Hss , (4) can be expressed as
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 2
Cg
d Hss
3
5 Idec 5 2 b1 k2 Hss
.
dx 16
24

(12)

There are numerous forms that could be used for the
bottom friction term, the most commonly used being
Hasselmann and Collins (1968), Hasselmann et al.
(1973), and WAMDI Group (1988). As noted earlier,
Young and Gorman (1995) have already investigated
bottom friction in this region and found that all forms
can adequately model the decay, but with the Joint North
Sea Wave Project (JONSWAP) form (Hasselmann et al.
1973; WAMDI Group 1988) yielding the best fit to recorded buoy data. The resulting source term becomes
Ibf 5

2Gv2

2
,
Hss
16g2 sinh2 kd

(13)

where the decay coefficient varies with bed form (e.g.,
Mirfenderesk and Young 2003), but for this region could
be approximated by the constant value G 5 0:152 m2 s23
(Young and Gorman 1995). Calculations ultimately
show that the bottom friction term is small compared to
the swell decay in water depths greater than 100 m.
The differential equation, (11), was solved using
a simple first-order forward difference scheme, in which
the great circle altimeter track was discretized into
spatial steps of Dx ’ 100 m, yielding the relationship
2
Hss

i11

5

Ci Cg

i

Ci11 Cg

i11

2
Hss
1
i

16Ci Ii Dx
,
Ci11 Cg

(14)

i11

where the subscripts i and i 1 1 refer to locations xi and
xi11 along the great circle path, respectively, and the
CCg ratio in the first term of (14) accounts for shoaling
in finite depths. It should be noted that, as (14) is one
dimensional, it does not account for any effects of refraction. However, the depth contours in the region
have very limited curvature (it is a very long straight
coastline and the satellite track is approximately shore
normal). Therefore, refraction effects will be small.
The subsequent analysis shows that the finite depth
terms (bottom friction, shoaling, and refraction) are
active over a relatively short part of the propagation
distance (see Fig. 1) and hence have little impact on the
analysis.

5. Results and discussion
The propagation model was applied to each of the
212 altimeter passes. Figure 5 shows typical examples
of the comparison between the model results and the
observed altimeter transect. The model contains only
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one unknown (or ‘‘tuneable’’ coefficient) b1 . A least
squares fit to the cases gave the result b1 ’ 0:0014.
As can be seen in Fig. 5, the relationship (4) approximates the shape of the decay curve well, indicating that
this functional form is a good fit to the data. This also
supports the assumption that the flow (whether in the air
or water or both) is turbulent and hence the functional
form investigated is appropriate. The effects of bottom
friction are only significant close to shore and can be
seen by the discontinuity in each of the curves at the
most northern point of the respective transects. If the
finite depth component of the propagation path is neglected, a much simpler presentation of the data is
possible, in terms of the nondimensional relationship
(8). Figure 6 shows a plot of H0 /Hss versus H0 k2 x, where
H0 is taken as the most seaward (southern) point on the
great circle path, and Hss is the observed value of swell
along the path. Data from all 212 altimeter passes are
shown. Only data for which d . 500 m have been included. The result for b1 5 0:0014 is drawn as a straight
line through the data. This relationship is clearly consistent with the data, although there is significant scatter.
Such scatter is not surprising, noting the assumption
that the swell field is homogeneous over the period of
propagation, the measurement accuracy of the altimeter
[Hs 2 (60:5 m)] and the potential influence of local wind
and other wave systems contaminating the data.
It should be noted that (8) assumes that the flow is
turbulent and that both the theories of Ardhuin et al.
(2009) and Babanin (2011) have a critical Reynolds
number that the flow (either in the air or water) must
exceed before this turbulence decay mechanism can be
active. Therefore, at small values of wave height this
mechanism may cease to be effective. Order of magnitude estimates show this is not the case for the present
dataset. Note that in any scenario, interaction of wave
motion (even potential motion) with background oceanic turbulence on the water side should persist (e.g.,
Benilov 2012).
The results shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are clearly consistent with a relationship such as that proposed in (4), with
the decay coefficient b1 ’ 0:0014. This value of b1 can be
compared with the previous field measurements of
Snodgrass et al. (1966) and Collard et al. (2009). In each
case, a comparison has been made at x 5 5000 km. The
value H0 /Hss can be calculated from (1) with the reported values of m. To give an equivalent b1 , (8) can then
be solved. For Snodgrass et al. (1966), T 5 13 s, k 5
0:024 m21, H0 is assumed as 1.5 m, and m 5 2 3 1027 m21.
This gives a value b1 5 0:0014, identical to the present
experiment. For Collard et al. (2009), T 5 15 s, k 5
0:0179 m21, H0 5 4:4 m, and m 5 3:7 3 1027 m21. This
gives a value of b1 5 0:0007—half the value reported in
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FIG. 5. Four typical cases of the measured (altimeter) decay of the swell along the transect (squares). The predicted
decay from the model (14) is shown by the solid line.

the present experiment. This variability is, however,
consistent with the experimental error in both studies.
The value b1 ’ 0:0014 is consistent with these previous
experiments. Estimates of Babanin (2012), as noted
above, suggest a value of b1 5 0:00120:004, based on
laboratory experiments. This, again, is consistent with the
value obtained in the present study.
However, if one takes the relationship defined in (6),
the value b1 5 0:0014 can be converted to fe 5 0:058,
which is significantly larger than the range stated by
Ardhuin et al. (2009) of 20:001 , fe , 0:019. The comparisons above ignore the effects of spherical spreading
approximated above by (9) for the case of a point source.
If one ignores such effects then the present results are
consistent with the measurements of Ardhuin et al.
(2009, 2010). This then raises the question of whether
the point assumption of (9) is reasonable. In the present
case, we argue that this is certainly not the case and the
generation source is a large region in many cases occupying a large fraction of the Southern Ocean. However,
there will be some influence owing to propagation on the

spherical surface of the earth. Thus, the value of
b1 5 0:0014 may represent an upper bound. One also
must question, however, whether the point source assumption of Ardhuin et al. (2009, 2010) is completely
valid, even for the cases reported by Collard et al.
(2009). Therefore, it is possible that the Ardhuin et al.
(2009) value of fe may represent a lower bound. If one
takes the most common value of fe 5 0:007 stated by
Ardhuin et al. (2009), one obtains b1 5 0:000 17 from
(6). Hence, the bounds on the coefficient appear to
be 1:7 3 1024 , b1 , 14:0 3 1024 or 7:0 3 1023 , fe ,
58:0 3 1023 .
The results of the present experiment give good confirmation of the functional form for swell decay, as
represented by (4) or (5), and the bounds on the decay
coefficient. However, the ultimate test is to incorporate
such a term in a full spectral model. In such a situation,
the ultimate choice of the decay coefficient will be
a ‘‘tuning’’ exercise with the range above providing order of magnitude guidance. This is a process outside the
scope of the present paper.
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FIG. 6. Nondimensional decay as represented by (8) for all recorded altimeter measurements
(212 cases). The solid line is for b1 5 0:0014. The data consist of more than 23 000 individual
data points. The data density is contoured with a max contour value of 1 and contours drawn at
0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8.

However, the functional form of the source term
which might be used in a spectral model can be tested
against the observed decay rates from the present data.
As the turbulent decay mechanisms described above are
applicable to narrow-banded swell, some approximation
is required to recast this in a spectral form.
The form proposed by Ardhuin et al. (2010) is
r
S( f , u) 5 a
rw

!
16fe v2 uorb
F( f , u) ,
g

(15)

where S( f , u) is the source term, v 5 2pf is the frequency, and the orbital velocity uorb can be approximated by uorb 5 2[v2 F( f , u)df du]1/2 .
Alternatively, using (6), (15) can be written as
!
2 b1 v2 uorb
F( f , u) .
S( f , u) 5
3
g

(16)

This alternative form of the swell dissipation, (16), was
applied in WaveWatch by utilizing the one-dimensional
propagation test provided with the model (i.e., ultimate
quickest propagation scheme). In this academic test,
spectral evolution is modeled along a single line. The
spatial resolution was set at 100 m and the model was
forced with swell applied at the boundary. This input
swell condition was set as H0 5 4:5 m and a peak period
of Tp 5 14:9 s. The swell was defined narrowly in both
direction and frequency. The directional spread was
defined as cosn u, with n 5 12. The frequency distribution
was Gaussian with a standard deviation of 1 3 1024 Hz.

Other physical processes such as wind input, wave
breaking, and white-capping dissipation and nonlinear
wave–wave interactions were explicitly turned off. The
decay of swell height as a function of propagation distance is depicted in Fig. 7. The agreement between the
swell decay rate (8) and the spectral representation of
swell dissipation (16) is excellent (correlation coefficient
r 5 0.9998). Note that the result was insensitive to the
chosen boundary conditions, as long as it approximated
a swell condition.
The empirical decay rate m, historically used by
Snodgrass et al. (1966) and Collard et al. (2009), is also
shown in Fig. 7 for m 5 7 3 1027 . Although this is a reasonable approximation to the observed shape of the
decay curve, it should be noted that this is purely an
empirical relationship with no physical underpinning.

6. Conclusions
As noted above, the importance of swell has been
highlighted in recent times, with much of the global
oceans dominated by such swell. Devising experiments to
accurately measure the decay of swell over long distances
is, however, challenging. Experiments that attempt to
track individual swell trains across oceanic basins enable
tight definition of the generation storm and swell system,
but they inevitably result in a limited number of cases
observed at a small number of locations. In contrast, the
present paper investigates the decay of swell that propagates approximately along altimeter ground tracks. For
such an analysis to be valid, the wave fields must be approximately homogeneous over the propagation time.
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FIG. 7. Decay of swell in the spectral WaveWatch-III model for a test case with swell decay as
the only active source term. The decay rate in the model using the source term (16) (stars) is
compared with relationship (8) (dashed line) and the empirical decay relation (1) (dashed–
dotted line).

This limits both the geographic location and travel time
for the experiment. Also, because of the limitation of the
altimeter, the storms actually generating the swell cannot
be defined. Therefore, the data are of lower quality than
when tracking individual swell systems. However, as altimeter data are available for more than 23 years, many
cases can be considered. Hence, a very extensive dataset
covering a broad parameter range was investigated.
Data taken from the Southern Ocean that conforms to
these strict selection criteria are considered (i.e., swell
propagates approximately along the ground track, low
wind, a region where the wave field is approximately
homogeneous over 30 h). The decay of such swell is
found to approximate the functional forms proposed by
both Ardhuin et al. (2009) and Babanin (2012) with
a decay coefficient of b1 ’ 0:0014. Both of these previous
studies assume swell decay to be the result of interaction
with background turbulence. In the case of Ardhuin
et al. (2009) the interaction is in the air, for Babanin
(2012) it is within the ocean. As the functional forms of
these theories are identical, the present study cannot
separate the relative importance of each mechanism.
The observed decay is shown to be consistent with the
limited previous field data. The resulting decay coefficient
can be applied to ocean wave prediction models to account
for swell decay. A detailed evaluation of the appropriate
swell decay coefficient to use in a full spectral model is
beyond the scope of this project. However, commonly
used extrapolations of the observed swell decay relationships to spectral source terms have been shown to produce
the same decay rates as the observations.
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